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Quotation
To:Rey Bantilan

SPECIFICATION OF PRODUCTS:

Item Model Features Unit Price

Portable
Autoclaves

YX-LM

LPG or Electric heated dual-use

1.Fully stainless steel structure.

2.Double scale indication pressure gauge.

3.Easy to operate,safe and reliable.

12L:USD145
18L:USD150
24L:USD225

YX-LD

Electric heated

1.Fully stainless steel structure.

2.Double scale indication pressure gauge.

3.Easy to operate,safe and reliable.

18L:USD175
24L:USD240

YX-HM

LPG or Electric heated dual-use,Quickly

open

1.Fully stainless steel structure.

2.Rated working pressure:0.14-0.16Mpa.

Rated working temperature:126℃.

18L:USD215
24L:USD300
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Portable
Autoclaves

YX-LDJ
Electric heated,Timing,Temper. control

1. Fully stainless steel structure.

2.Indicator light shows working status.

3.Double scale indication pressure gauge.

4.Time can be set arbitrarily at 0-60 min

5.After sterilization,the buzzer reminds

automatic stop.

6.Easy to operate,safe and reliable.

18L:USD235
24L:USD280

YX-HDJ

Electric heated,Quickly open,Water

automatic cuts off

1. Fully stainless steel structure.

2.Hand wheel type of quick-open door

structure.

3.Indicator light shows working status.

4.Double scale indication pressure gauge.

5.Time can be set arbitrarily at 0-60 min

6.After sterilization,the buzzer reminds

automatic stop.

18L:USD420
24L:USD465

YX-HDD Electric heated,Automatic computer

control

1.Fully stainless steel structure.

2.Quickly open structure.

3.Digital display working status.

4.After sterilization,the buzzer reminds

automatic stop.

5.Easy to operate,safe and reliable.

18L:USD510
24L:USD550
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Desktop
Autocalve

TM-TJ

Class N

1.Microcomputer display working status,

touch buttons.

2.Maximum temperature: up to 134℃,

suit for 4-6 minutes rapidly sterilizing.

3.Safe protection of water lacking.

4.With over-temperature, over-pressure

auto-protect device:

5.After sterilization it will automatically

cut the power and then alarm.

6.Fully stainless steel structure.

24L:USD715

TM-TD

Class N,Computer control

1.Sterilization automatic controlled by

computer.

2.Maximum temperature: up to 134℃,

suit for 4-6 minutes rapidly sterilizing.

3. Water cutts off protection.

4. Equipped with three stainless steel

disinfection plate.

5. With over-temperature, over-voltage

automatic protection device.

6. Automatically cut off the power and

voice prompts after sterilization.

7.Fully stainless steel structure.

24L:USD1050
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Desktop
Autocalve

TM-XBJ

Class N

1.Indicator light indicates working state.

2.For 4~6 minutes rapidly sterilizing.

3.Sterilizing temperature and time can be

preset.

4.Steam-water inner circulation

system,no steam discharge.

5.Over temperature & over pressure

auto-protection.

6.Safe protection of water lacking.

7.Exhaust the cool air automatically.

8.With three stainless steel sterilizing

plates.

9.The chamber is made of stainless steel.

10.Automatically shut off with beep

reminding after sterilization.

20L:USD835
24L:USD1075

TM-XAJ

Class N

1.Indicator light indicates working state.

2.For 4~6 minutes rapidly sterilizing.

3.Sterilizing temperature and time can be

preset.

4.Steam-water inner circulation

system,no steam discharge.

5.Over temperature & over pressure

auto-protection.

6.Safe protection of water lacking.

7.Exhaust the cool air automatically.

8.Door safety lock system.

9.With three stainless steel sterilizing

plates.

10.Automatically shut off with beep.

20L:USD1310
24L:USD1550
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Desktop
Autocalve

TM-XAD

Class N,Computer control,With drying

1.For 4~6 minutes rapidly sterilizing.

2.Digital display,touch type key.

3.With 3 fixed cycles of water

adding,temperature

rising,sterilizing,drying steam discharging

controlled automatically.

4.Steam-water inner circulation

system,no steam discharge.

5.Exhaust the cool air automatically.

6.Safe protection of water lacking.

7.Door safety lock system.

8.With stainless steel cahmber and three

stainlesssteel plates.

9.Automatically shut off with beep

10.With drying function.

20L:USD1910
24L:USD2150

TM-XDJ

Class N

1.Indicator light indicates working state.

2.For 4~6 minutes rapidly sterilizing.

3.Temperature and time can be preset.

4.Steam-water inner circulation

system,no steam discharge.

5.Over temperature and over pressure

auto-protection can be realized.

6.Safe protection of water lacking.

7.Exhaust the cool air automatically.

8.Door safety lock system.

9.With stainless steel cahmber and three

stainlesssteel plates.

11.Automatically shut off with beep

reminding after sterilization.

35L:USD2145
50L:USD2740
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Desktop
Autocalve

TM-XDD

Class N,Computer control,With drying

1.For 4~6 minutes rapidly sterilizing.

2.Digital display of working status,touch

type key.

3.With 3 fixed cycles of water

adding,temperature

rising,sterilizing,drying steam discharging

controlled automatically.

4.The whole process of water

adding,temperature

rising,sterilizing,drying steam discharging

controlled automatically.

4.Steam-water inner circulation

system:no steam discharge,and the

environment for sterilizing will be clean

and dry.

5.Exhaust the cool air automatically.

6.Safe protection of water lacking.

7.Door safety lock system.

8.With four stainless steel sterilizing

plates.

9.The chamber of the sterilizer is made of

stainless steel.

10.Automatically shut off with beep

reminding after sterilization.

11.With drying function.

35L:USD2620
50L:USD3220
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Desktop
Autocalve

TM-XDV

Class B,With vacuum drying

1.Standard Class B with three times

vacuum and drying，the remaining

temperature of sterilized instrument is

less than 0.2%.

2.LCD display working status，touch keys.

3.The vacuum data can reach-0.8bar,it fits

various instrument,including

package,unpackaged,solid,hollow,multi—

apertures and inset pipes It makes sum

the instrument can be

sterilized completely.

4.Fully computer controlled LCD display

bright show The interface is modularized

panel for easy operation.

5.It is installed with BOWIE&DICK which

measures the penetration of water steam.

6.it has vacuum text which can make sure

the ability of texting vacuuming.

7.Fast and independent steam generator

8.Built—in mini printer which can record

the sterilizer information.

9.Safety valve,Safety lock door

system,Pressure lock system,Pressure or

temperature overload

protection,Alarm system.

10.Can inactivate HIV,HBV,mad COW

Virus and bacillus.

20L:USD2150
24L:USD2700
35L:USD3200
50L:USD4080
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Vertical
Autocalve

LS-LJ

Flip-up cover,Timing,Temp.

Control,Water automatic cuts off,double

baskets.

1.Fully stainless steel structure

2.Indicator light indicates working state

3.Over temperature&over pressure

auto-protection

4.Double scale indication pressure gauge

5.Safe protection of water lacking

6.Automatically shut off with beep

reminding after sterilization

7.Easy to operate,safe and reliable

8.With two stainless steel sterilizing

baskets

35L:USD750
50L:USD1050
75L:USD1400
100L:USD1900
120L:2290
150L:2630

LS-LD

Flip-up cover,Digital display,Auto

discharge cool air,Water automatic cuts

off,Auto discharge steam,double

baskets.

1.Fully stainless steel structure.

2.Digital display of working status, touch

type key.

3.Auto discharge the cool air, and steam

discharging automatically after

sterilization.

4.Automatically shut off with beep.

5.Easy to operate, safe an reliable

6.With two stainless steel sterilizing

baskets.

7.The drying system is optional, which can

be equipped according to the customers

request.

35L:USD810
50L:USD1120
75L:USD1460
100L:USD2000
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Vertical
Autocalve

LS-HJ

Hand wheel door,Timing,Temp.

Control,Water automatic cuts off,double

baskets.

1.Fully stainless steel structure.

2.Hand wheel quick-open door structure.

3.Pressure safety lock.

4.Indicator light indicates working state.

5.Over temperature & over pressure

auto-protection.

6.Double scale indication pressure gauge.

7.Self-inflating type seal.

8.Safe protection of water lacking.

9.Automatically shut off with beep beep.

10.With two stainless steel sterilizing

baskets.

35L:USD960
50L:USD1270
75L:USD1560
100L:USD2050
120L:2440
150L:2780

LS-HD

Hand wheel door,Digital display,Auto

discharge cool air,Water automatic cuts

off,Auto discharge steam,double

baskets.

1. Fully stainless steel structure.

2.Hand wheel quick-open door structure.

3.Door safety lock system.

4.Digital display,touch of key.

5.Auto discharge the cool air and steam.

6.Over temperature&over pressure

auto-protection.

7.Safe protection of water lacking.

8.Self-inflating type seal.

9.Automatically shut off with beep.

10.Possible to install drying system

according request.

28L:USD850
35L:USD1000
50L:USD1350
75L:USD1660
100L:USD2150
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LS-HG

Full automaticcomputer controlled ,LCD

Didplay,Automatic moisturizing,Steam

and water inner circulating,without

discharge steam outside.

1.Fully stainless steel structure.

2.Hand wheel quick-open door structure.

3.Door safety lock system.

4.Automatically controlled by computer.

5.Digital display,touch of key.

6.Over temperature&over pressure

auto-protection.

7.Steam-water inner circulation system,no

steam discharge.

8.Self-inflating type seal.

9.Safe protection of water lacking.

10.Possible to install drying system

according request.

11.Automatically shut off with beep.

12.With two stainless steel baskets.

35L:USD1660
50L:USD2190
75L:USD2880
100L:USD3590

LS-HV

Pulsating vacuum,LCD,With vacuum

drying.

1.The chamber of the sterilizer is made of

stainless steel.

2.Indicator light indicates working state.

3.Over temperature & over pressure

auto-protection.

4.Safe protection of water lacking.

5.Double scale indication pressure gauge.

6.Automatically shut off with beep.

7.With two stainless steel sterilizing

baskets.

35L:USD2730
50L:USD3410
75L:USD4180
100L:USD5150
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Horizontal
Autoclave

WS-YDA

Stainless steel inner chamber,Full

abutomatic

1. Sterilizing course automatic sterilization

controlled,easy to operate.

2. With drying function,suitable dressing

drying.

3. With over-temperature,over-pressure

auto-protect device.

4. The door opening mechanism cannot

be operated until the pressure in the

chamber is reduced to 0.027MPa.It can't

be start on if the door doesn't close well.

5.The safety value will be open

automatically when the inner pressure

over 0.24MPa,and the steam be

exhausting to the water tank.

6. The power will be cut-off

automatically,cut-off the water and alarm

when the machine lacking water.

7. The chamber of the sterilizer is made of

stainless steel.

150L:USD3900
200L:USD4300
280L:USD4800
400L:USD6500
500L:USD8100
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Horizontal
Autoclave

WS-YDB

Stainless steel inner chamber,With

printer

1.Sterilizing course automatic sterilization

controlled by computer, easy to operate.

2.With drying function, suitable dressing

drying.

3.With over-temperature, over-pressure

auto-protect device.

4.The door opening mechanism cannot be

operated until the pressure in the

chamber is reduced to 0.027MPa.It can’t

be start on if the doesn’t closed well.

5.The safety value will be open

automatically when the inner pressure

over 0.24MPa, and the steam be

exhausting to the water tank.

6.The power will be cut-off automatically,

cut-off the water and alarm when the

machine lacking water.

7.The chamber of the sterilizer is made of

stainless steel.

8.With printer.

150L:USD4800
200L:USD5700
280L:USD6800
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Horizontal
Autoclave

WS-YDC

Full stainless steel,Full abutomatic

1. Sterilizing course automatic sterilization

controlled,easy to operate.

2. With drying function,suitable dressing

drying.

3. With over-temperature,over-pressure

auto-protect device.

4. The door opening mechanism cannot

be operated until the pressure in the

chamber is reduced to 0.027MPa.It can't

be start on if the door doesn't close well.

5.The safety value will be open

automatically when the inner pressure

over 0.24MPa,and the steam be

exhausting to the water tank.

6. The power will be cut-off

automatically,cut-off the water and alarm

when the machine lacking water.

7. Fully stainless steel structure.

150L:USD6800
200L:USD7800
280L:USD1170
0
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Horizontal
Autoclave

WS-YDD

Full stainless steel,With printer

1.Sterilizing course automatic sterilization

controlled by computer, easy to operate.

2.With drying function, suitable dressing

drying.

3.With over-temperature, over-pressure

auto-protect device.

4.The door opening mechanism cannot be

operated until the pressure in the

chamber is reduced to 0.027MPa.It can’t

be start on if the doesn’t closed well.

5.The safety value will be open

automatically when the inner pressure

over 0.24MPa, and the steam be

exhausting to the water tank.

6.The power will be cut-off automatically,

cut-off the water and alarm when the

machine lacking water.

7.The chamber of the sterilizer is made of

stainless steel.

8.With printer.

280LUSD:1200
0
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